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Introduction

Is it convenient for an underdeveloped country to diversify its economy? 
Or, should it be specialized according to the world division of  labour? Un-
derdeveloped economies face this dilemma: specialization or diversification.

Most analysts bet on the specialization option. From a static viewpoint 
there is not much discussion. The world as an integrated economic system in-
creases its efficiency when each country engages in those productive activities 
for which it has comparative advantages –the gains from trade are well estab-
lished in economic theory. In fact, this paper provides a theoretical support to 
the gains from specialization if  factor prices just were internationally equalized.

On the other hand, a long tradition in economic development analysis 
has spoken in favour of  the diversification option. The fundamental com-
mon idea is that comparative advantages are not static but dynamic. As a 
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country diversifies, its economic structure reaches the production of  more 
technologically integrated goods so that the economy as a whole gains ef-
ficiency. Productive diversification becomes a comparative advantage itself  
since the economic structure must be patiently built (Hirschman, 1958; Le-
ontief, 1963; Landes, 1998). Besides, private capital and fixed social capital 
are accumulated along the process of  productive diversification, so that com-
parative advantages change in favour of  capital intensive goods (Hirschman, 
1958; Chenery, Robinson and Syrquin, 1986).

According to this viewpoint, history matters. Early and late developers 
are not symmetrically related in the world markets. Late developers face tech-
nological disadvantages and political risks. They start with a lower aggregate 
productivity and have to solve coordination problems for further industri-
alization (Murphy, Shleifer and Vishny, 1989). Sometimes the thrust to in-
dustrialization finds a strong opposition from already established industrial 
entrepreneurs who prefer foreign (instead of  local) supplies for their own 
industries (Hirschman, 1958).

Given the existing asymmetries in the world economy, this paper pro-
vides theoretical support for the gains from productive diversification. It is 
argued that the bunch of  countries that are unable to climb the ladder of  
industrialization contributes to world market disequilibria by exacerbating 
competition among them. As a result, countries whose productive activities 
require a shallow use of  intermediate goods –a lower degree of  interindustri-
al integration– experience terms of  trade deterioration, perceive lower factor 
remunerations, earn lower real incomes, and achieve lower rates of  economic 
growth. Moreover, in a world where technological innovation is monopolized 
by a few industrialized nations, this paper predicts that specialization leads to 
world-market disequilibria, international price gaps and differentiated paths 
of  economic growth. Hence the specialization option may be good for the 
short run, but it is not good in the long run.

Is this perspective relevant? Yes. Neither prices nor earnings are inter-
nationally equalized (see any World Bank´s World Development Report or any 
Union Bank of  Switzerland´s Prices and Earnings around the Globe). In fact, 
huge price gaps remain between developed and underdeveloped countries. 
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Besides, rich countries have grown faster than poorer countries in the long 
run (Pritchett, 1997; Easterly and Levine, 2001; Perry et al., 2006).

In order to substantiate the above statements, a two-sector growth model 
is described and solved in this paper. The model rests on two bases: externali-
ties from productive diversification, and a sectorally differentiated (triangular) 
economic structure. External effects from input diversification increase manu-
facturing productivity and enhance the growth rate of  the economy. This is a 
contribution of  endogenous growth models based on productive diversifica-
tion (Romer, 1987; 1990; Grossman and Helpman, 1991; Aghion and Howitt, 
1992) that, in turn, model the economic intuitions of  Smith (1910), Marshall 
(1890) and Young (1928) on the circular growth effects of  market extension, la-
bour division of  work and scale economies. From the structuralist view of  eco-
nomic development, this model incorporates the triangular, recursive structure 
of  intermediate goods linkages. Some productive activities require a shorter list 
of  intermediate goods and some others a longer list; when they are ordered in 
the input-output table according to its degree of  backward technological inte-
gration a triangular pattern arises (Leontief, 1963).

The main implication from these technological features is that produc-
tive activities with a shallow use of  intermediate inputs should develop be-
fore than more complex technological activities. Chenery et al. (1986) named 
this development pattern as input-output deepening. This is a key feature of  
economic development. Firstly, it has important income level effects. Both 
Chenery (1960, 1963) and Leontief  (1963) found that real income increases 
across countries with input-output deepening. As Leontief  put it, underde-
veloped countries are poor because they are by far less economically diversi-
fied and less technologically integrated. Based on an empirical analysis of  
nine representative economies, Chenery et al. (1986) confirmed this pattern 
of  economic development. A recent cross-country analysis could not reject 
the positive relationship between income level and input-output deepening 
(Ortiz and Castro, 2008). Secondly, input-output deepening also has impor-
tant growth effects. It was Hirschman (1958) who first called attention to 
inter-temporal backward- and forward linkages of  investments as important 
mechanisms of  economic development –Hirschman envisaged an evolv-
ing input-output matrix through punctual investments which induce further 
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investments in technologically linked productive activities. Kaldor (1961) 
pointed out the growth gaps across countries, and Kaldor (1966) related this 
phenomenon to the degree of  industrialization. Chenery et al. (1986) con-
firmed this pattern of  economic development. Another recent cross-coun-
try analysis could not reject the growth effects from input-output deepen-
ing (Ortiz, Castro and Badillo, 2009). They found that the rate of  economic 
growth increases across countries with the input-output coefficient of  the 
manufacturing sector –an indirect measure of  the tightness of  interindustrial 
transactions in the manufacturing sector; the relationship, however, is not lin-
ear: a manufacturing input-output coefficient threshold has to be surpassed 
in order to enjoy increasing rates of  economic growth.

Thus input-output deepening seems to be a virtuous feature of  econom-
ic development. Unfortunately, there exists no automatic mechanism to in-
dustrial diversification. It was Hirschman (1958), again, who first pointed out 
the risk of  losing the industrialization thrust. His explanation was simple but 
blunt: as an underdeveloped economy ought to go step by step in the pro-
cess of  economic diversification, there always exists the risk of  stopping the 
process at some intermediate level of  the industrial ladder. Hirschman (1992) 
named this threat as structural stagnation. By resorting to world markets as 
main providers, an underdeveloped country could face structural stagnation. 
The main economic consequence is growth deceleration: by suspending the 
inter-temporal links between sequential investments, this country renounces 
one of  its more important engines of  economic development.

This paper is organized as follows. The second section solves for the 
general competitive equilibrium of  an autarkic economy with and without 
manufacturing input diversification. The third section solves for the com-
petitive equilibrium of  a small, underdeveloped and open economy with and 
without factor price equalization. In both sections the static equilibrium is 
characterized first, and the path of  economic growth is derived afterwards. 
Some concluding comments close this paper in the fourth section.
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I. Autarky

A. Technologies

There are two sectors. The agricultural sector produces food. The manu-
facturing sector produces intermediate goods and a capital good. Food and 
intermediate goods are consumed in the period of  analysis. Capital is thought 
of  as a composite index of  all forms of  private capital.

The production function of  food is represented by a Cobb-Douglas 
technology with constant returns to scale in capital and land:

    (1)

where F is the output of  food in the period of  analysis, B is the sector´s con-
stant productivity level, KF is the sector´s capital, β is the sector´s constant 
product-capital elasticity, and T is the sector´s land. Land is exclusively used 
in agriculture; being a fixed factor, the land supply is normalized to 1 (T = 
1). Therefore, agricultural activity is characterized by a decreasing marginal 
productivity of  capital.

As Figure 1 shows, the manufacturing economic structure is represented 
by an input-output matrix augmented with the vector of  capital allocation. 
With capital as main production factor, intermediate goods are used to pro-
duce themselves and the capital good. All sectors are indexed according to its 
degree of  backward technological integration between 0 and N. From now 
on, N will be referred to as the number of  intermediate goods. Thus, the 
manufacturing sector is made up of  N+1 productive activities: N interme-
diate-good sectors and the capital-goods sector. X represents the vector of  
intermediate goods produced in the period of  analysis, and K represents the 
vector of  capital. Backward technological integration –technological depen-
dence on input suppliers– is assumed to increase linearly with the sector´s 
index: sector j only uses as intermediate inputs those intermediate goods with 
lower index. This feature guarantees that the input-output matrix is perfectly 
triangular. The intermediate inputs of  any sector can be read vertically off  
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the input-output matrix. The vector Q, in particular, is the set of  intermedi-
ate inputs of  the final-good production activity.

Figure 1. Manufacturing Economic Structure
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The technology of  the j-th intermediate good is defined by the following 
production function

   (2)

where X j is the gross output of  the j-th good, K j is the capital of  the j-th 
sector, and X ij is the intermediate consumption of  the i-th good in the j-th 
sector (i ≤ j).
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The technology of  the capital good is given by

   (3)

where I S is the production of  capital in the period of  analysis (gross invest-
ment from the supply side), KI is the sector´s capital, and Qi is the intermedi-
ate consumption of  the i-th input in the capital-goods sector. This technology 
is then identical to the technology of  the N-th intermediate good, so that the 
capital-good technology includes the whole range of  available intermediate 
goods. Notice that creation of  new inputs implies a productivity externality 
in the capital good activity: ∂I/∂N = KI 

 α QN
 1− α > 0. Hence, an important 

characteristic of  the model is the existence of  productivity externalities de-
rived from input diversification. As in the pin factory of  Adam Smith (1910), 
productivity of  the capital sector increases with division of  cooperative pro-
ductive activities.

It is convenient to emphasize some other features of  the manufacturing 
sector´s technologies: 1) Manufacturing activities are characterized by con-
stant returns to scale in capital and intermediate inputs; 2) All intermediate 
goods are produced with the same technology, the only difference comes 
from the range of  intermediate inputs used by each sector; 3) Intermedi-
ate inputs are good substitutes: the marginal rate of  technical substitution 
between any pair of  intermediate inputs is given by 1/α > 1 (see Annex 1). 

The manufacturing technologies as defined by equations (2) and (3) em-
body the effect of  input variety on productivity. These equations are a varia-
tion of  the CES utility function of  Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) thought of, as 
in Ethier (1982), as a production function where the composite intermedi-
ate input increases with input variety. This specification has been used in 
well-known endogenous growth models with product diversification: Romer 
(1987; 1990), Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991), Grossman and Helpman 
(1991), Aghion and Howitt (1992), among others. In these models, however, 
the technologies are assumed to be equal across intermediate-good sectors. 
This paper assumes, instead, a triangular structure of  the input-output ma-
trix. This technological feature is consistent with the development pattern of  
input-output deepening.
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 If  K is the capital of  this economy, a fraction z is assigned to the ag-
ricultural sector:

      (4)

The remainder is allocated to the manufacturing sector. Within this sec-
tor, as Figure 1 shows, capital is distributed among the sectors producing 
intermediate goods and the capital-goods sector:

    (5)

The input-output matrix in Figure 1 shows that each intermediate good 
is used in the production of  those intermediate goods with higher techno-
logical integration. It is also used in the production of  the capital good. Thus, 
the market equilibrium condition of  the i-th intermediate good is given by

    (6)

Firms in the j-th sector maximize profits which are given by the following 
expression:

where pj is the price of  the j-th intermediate good, r is the gross return on 
capital denominated in the capital good. The capital good is taken as numeraire 
(pI  = 1). Competitive behaviour is assumed in all markets. Given market pric-
es, the demand for capital and intermediate goods in the j-th intermediate-
good sector satisfy the first order conditions for profit maximization:

     (7)

  (8)

Substitution of  equations (7) and (8) into equation (2) yields 
, . By differentiating this expres-

sion with respect to j, it is obtained that  = . The equilibrium price 
of  the i-th good is found by integrating this differential equation between 0 
and i:
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  (9)

For this result to hold, it is necessary to put forward that the equilibrium 
price of  good 0 is infinity. Given the technology, the production of  an in-
termediate good that does not use inputs is zero; hence, its only meaningful 
price is infinity.

From equation (9) it is deduced that relative prices are fixed: pi /pj = j/i. 
There is another implication from equation (9): since the capital good is taken 
as numeraire (pI = pN = 1), the gross return on capital is determined as r = A N.  
Hence, the relative price structure is solved as follows:

    (9′)

Given the externalities from input diversification, sectors with higher 
backward economic integration (higher i ) enjoy higher productivity and thus 
produce cheaper intermediate goods.

Combination of  the price equations (9) and the first order conditions 
for maximization, equations (7) and (8), yields the technical coefficients for 
capital and intermediate goods of  the j-th sector

     (10)

    (11)

Note that technical coefficients in this economy are fixed. The fixity of  
technical coefficients is due to the fixity of  relative prices. And this feature, 
in turn, is due to the assumption of  a fixed range of  intermediate inputs for 
each sector.

Technical coefficients of  the capital-goods sector are deduced by sym-
metry
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     (12)

     (13)

Given the price solutions and the technical coefficients, gross output of  
the i-th good is deduced. Substitution of  the technical coefficients of  the i-th 
good, equations (11) and (13), in the equilibrium condition of  the i-th good 
market, equation (6), gives the following expression

Differentiating with respect to i, it is deduced that (d Xi / d i)/(i / Xi) = 1. 
Hence, Xi = ω i, where ω is a constant term to be determined. By substituting 
the generic solution into the above expression ω is identified, and the gross 
output of  the i-th good is solved as

    (14)

Finally, by substituting equations (10), (12) and (14) into equation (5), the 
capital market equilibrium, the net production function of  capital is deduced:

             (15)

Net production functions are those whose intermediate inputs are net out 
and thus relate output directly with the sectors´ main factors (Ortiz, 1995). 
For this result it is necessary to assume no joint production, constant returns 
to scale and competition (Samuelson, 1966). In this way, it is feasible to track 
down the direct and indirect main factor requirements for each output. The 
mentioned conditions are satisfied by this model. Hence, the net production 
function of  the capital good, equation (15), embodies the whole structure of  
the manufacturing sector as depicted by Figure 1. And this net production 
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function preserves the characteristics of  the manufacturing sector technolo-
gies: constant returns to scale, and productive externalities from economic 
diversification.

B. Summary on Capital Allocation

It is convenient to highlight the capital allocation among sectors for fu-
ture reference. As noted in equation (4), a fraction z of  total capital is allocat-
ed to food production. Then, capital of  the manufacturing sector, [(1–z)K], 
is distributed as follows: a fraction α is allocated to the capital-goods sector, 
and the remainder is evenly distributed among the intermediate good sectors. 
Taking into account the production of  the intermediate-good sectors, equa-
tions (14), and the capital-good output, equation (15), the first result is ob-
tained by substituting the technical coefficients of  capital, equations (10) and 
(12), in the market equilibrium condition for the capital good, equation (5):

     (16)

The second result is obtained by substituting equations (14) and (15) into 
equation (10):

           (17)

C. The Dynamics of the Closed Economy

1. The Key Differential Equation

This section solves for the dynamic behaviour of  this economy under 
autarky. Since it is convenient to simplify notation, some conventions will 
be useful. To begin with, all Latin letters are assumed to be time variables; 
for instance, K ≡ K(t). The exceptions to this rule are the following: A, B, T, 
e, d, t, i and j. The first three (upper case) letters are assumed to be constant 
parameters; e is the mathematical constant; d is the mathematical symbol for 
derivative; and the last three (lower case) letters are count indexes. Greek let-
ters always represent constant parameters.
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As it was previously proved, a two-sector model is able to describe the 
entire economic activity. By combining equations (1) and (4), the food pro-
duction function is deduced:

The capital good is produced with the following linear technology:

These two equations, F and I S, define the supply side of  the model.  
Gross investment includes net capital accumulation and capital reposition:

where δ is the constant depreciation rate. As it is usual in this kind of  analy-
ses, a variable with a dot on top denotes a time derivative. The market equi-
librium condition, I S = I D, defines the capital growth rate:

    (18)

From now on, any growth rate is represented with the letter g.
Profits of  the capital goods sector are linear in capital:

where rK is the net return on capital denominated in the capital good. The 
market equilibrium condition implies zero profits, which means that the gross 
return on capital equates the sector´s productivity level:

     (19)

Differentiating the food production function with respect to time yields 
the following dynamic relationship:

     (20)

 Profits of  the agricultural sector are given by

where p is the relative price of  food, and R represents the land rents. The first 
order condition (FOC) for profit maximization is
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Given the concavity of  the production function, β < 1, the second-order 
condition is satisfied:

Using equation (19) and the production function for food [F = B(zK) β ], 
the FOC can be rewritten as βpF/(zK) = AN, and also as βBp(zK) β – 1 = AN. 
Differentiating the latter expression with respect to time yields the following 
dynamic relationship:

            (21)

By setting profits in the food sector to nil –land owners extract the whole 
surplus of  agricultural activity– and using the FOC, land rents are defined as 
follows:

It is assumed that food is the only final consumption good. In a closed 
economy, market equilibrium requires food demand to be equated with food 
production. Hence, the representative household maximizes the discounted 
flow of  utility from food consumption (production) along a time path with 
infinite horizon

where ρ is the discount rate. This inter-temporal utility function is subject 
at any moment to the budget constraint, the equilibrium between expendi-
tures and incomes. Expenditures are composed of  the value of  food con-
sumption and gross investment, and incomes are made of  returns on capital 
and land rents:

The Hamiltonian equation related to this problem is
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where m is the Lagrangian multiplier. The first-order conditions for inter-
temporal utility maximization are the following:

 

and

By differentiating the first FOC with respect to time, and using the sec-
ond FOC, the growth rate of  food production is defined as

     (22)

where rK – gp equates the interest rate denominated in the consumption good 
(food), rF . The equation rF = rK – gp is attained in a competitive environment 
as the arbitrage condition between assets denominated in the capital good 
and assets denominated in food.

By adding up equations (20) and (21) it is obtained that

     (23)

This expression is also deduced by differentiating the FOC for food 
profits, βpF/K = ANz, with respect to time.

Combination of  equations (19) and (22) yields

     (24)

By combining equations (18), (23) and (24) it is finally deduced

     (25)

This is the differential equation that commands the motion of  capital 
allocation and thus the dynamics of  the economic system. In order to be 
properly defined, some assumptions must be made about the growth rate of  
economic diversification, gN .
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2. Economic Behaviour under Autarky and a Frozen Economic Structure

By a frozen economic structure, it is understood a situation whereby the 
range of  intermediate inputs is fixed. This situation may arise because no 
private agent has the incentive to invest in input innovation: given that com-
petitive conditions set prices at marginal costs, no margin is allowed to cover 
the initial fixed costs of  technological innovation or technological adoption 
and adaptation. Hence, the rate of  economic diversification is nil, gN  =  0.

Under this assumption, equation (25) is reduced to

     (25′)

The corresponding phase-plane diagram is shown in Figure 2. Economic 
intertemporal stability is only assured for gz = 0, which in turn is satisfied if  
and only if  z = ρ/(AN). Note that a minimum level of  capital productivity is 
required for an interior solution, z < 1 ⇔ AN > ρ, which implies a minimum 
level of  manufacturing diversification, N > ρ/A.

Figure 2. Stability Condition under Autarky and a Frozen Economic Structure

 

g z 

ρ/(AN)
0 

-ρ  

1 z 

Source: the author.

Given the capital allocation to the food sector, z = ρ/(AN), the capital 
growth rate is deduced from equation (18), 

Since the allocation of  capital is defined from the beginning (gz = 0), equa-
tion (20) delivers the growth rate of  food production . And equa-
tion (21) yields the growth rate of  the relative price of  food .
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The gross national product of  this economy is defined from the supply 
side as GNP  =  I + p F. From the production function of  the capital good, 
it is deduced that gross investment is linearly related to the capital stock, I = 
AN(1–z)K = (AN–ρ)K. Thus, the growth rate of  gross investment equates 
the capital growth rate:

gI  = gK .

Besides, the growth rate of  the value of  food is also equated to the capi-
tal growth rate:

gp + gF = (1–β)gK + βgK = gK .

Hence, the GNP growth rate equates the capital growth rate:

gGNP = gK .

Given the FOC for maximization of  food profits, βpF/(zK) = AN, and 
the allocation of  capital, z = ρ/(AN), it is deduced that the ratio of  food 
value to capital is constant:

pF/K = ANz/β = ρ/β.

As shown above, gross investment as a fraction of  capital is also solved 
as a constant ratio:

I/K = AN – ρ.

Hence, the economy´s savings rate is constant as well:

s = I/(I + pF) = (AN – ρ)/(AN – ρ + ρ/β).

In the context of  a closed economy and in a long-run perspective, invest-
ment is totally financed by savings, and so these variables are equalized.

Welfare Considerations under Autarky and a Frozen Economic Structure

If  N is constant –no manufacturing diversification takes place in the 
economy, the growth rate of  capital, gK (= AN – ρ – δ), is also constant, so 
that the time path of  capital is given by , where K0 is the initial 
stock of  capital. Substitution of  this expression in the production function 
of  food solves for the time path of  food consumption
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where F0 is the initial consumption of  food. Thus, the intertemporal utility 
function may be analytically solved as a function of  its determinants:

Figure 3 depicts some comparative static analyses for autonomous 
changes in manufacturing diversification (N). Figure 3.1 shows that the in-
tertemporal utility value is convex in N; the minimum value of  N for the 
intertemporal utility is ρ/A, which is also the minimum degree of  manufac-
turing diversification required to allocate capital to manufacturing activities. 
As Figure 3.2 shows, if  N ≤ ρ/A, z = 1: all capital is allocated to the food 
sector; hence, the economy would not be viable in the long run as capital is 
not produced. A further effort of  productive diversification is required in 
order to improve social welfare (as shown by Figure 3.1) and induce manu-
facturing activity (as shown by Figure 3.2). Moreover, as Figure 3.3 shows, 
a higher degree of  manufacturing diversification above the minimum is re-
quired for positive economic growth gK > 0 if  and only if  N > (δ+ρ)/A (> 
ρ/A). Therefore, efforts to diversify the economy must be made in advance 
in order to reap the benefits from positive economic growth. As Figure 3.4 
illustrates, only for relatively high savings rates does the economy experience 
positive economic growth, but the relationship is spurious as both variables, s 
and gK, depend on the degree of  manufacturing diversification, N.

Since the manufacturing sector´s productivity is the key dynamic variable 
of  the model, and it depends on the sector´s diversification (N), some mini-
mum degree of  manufacturing diversification is required for the economy to 
take off. This minimum level is given by (δ+ρ)/A. This feature of  the model 
coincides with an empirical finding: economic growth across countries in-
creases with manufacturing technological integration only after some thresh-
old is overcome (Ortiz, Castro and Badillo, 2009). Both the model and this 
empirical finding support to some extent the balanced growth theory related 
to the importance of  an initial “Big Push” of  multiple-sector investments 
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for economic take off  (Rosenstein-Rodan, 1943; Nurkse, 1953; Murphy et 
al., 1989).

Figure 3. Welfare Comparative Statics under Autarky
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3. Economic Behaviour under Autarky and an Evolving Economic Structure
Let us assume that the range of  manufacturing inputs increases autono-

mously at a positive rate: gN > 0. Let us also define the following auxiliary 
variable: y ≡ Nz. Hence, the differential system that commands the model 
dynamics, equation (25), can be rewritten as follows

     (25″)

The corresponding phase-plane diagram is omitted for it is entirely sym-
metric to the case analysed in Figure 2 [equation (25´)]. In any case, economic 
intertemporal stability requires fixing the growth rate of  the variable y to 
zero, gy = 0. This condition is satisfied if  and only if  y ≡ Nz = ρ/A. Hence, 
the product Nz must be constant. In growth rates it must be the case that
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This result provides a theoretical explanation for the change in capital 
distribution from primary activities towards manufacturing activities along 
the process of  economic development: manufacturing diversification, gN > 0, 
leads to a lower allocation of  capital to the food sector, gz < 0.

Substitution of  the stability condition, Nz = ρ/A, in equation (18) de-
livers the same function that was found before for the capital growth rate: 

. Note, however, that in this context –productive diversifica-
tion– the growth rate of  capital increases in time. This feature may help to 
explain the long-run pattern of  accelerated economic growth under capital-
ism (Romer, 1986).

The ratio between the value of  food production and capital remains con-
stant, pF/K = ANz/β = ρ/β, and the ratio between gross investment and 
capital keeps its algebraic form I/K = (AN)(1 – z) = AN – ρ. From the above 
equations it is deduced that the value of  food, pF, increases at the growth rate 
of  capital. Investment, I, grows faster because of  the diversification effect. 
Hence, the gross national product, GNP = I + pF = [AN + (1/β – 1)ρ]K, 
grows at a weighted growth rate and the following chain of  inequalities holds: 
gK < gGNP < gI .

In the autarky context, this model helps to explain some of  the main 
characteristics of  structural economic change: 1) Along the path of  develop-
ment new manufacturing activities appear, the degree of  intersectoral link-
ages increases and thus the input-output matrix of  the economy becomes 
deeper (Chenery et al., 1986); 2) economic development induces a relative 
reallocation of  capital from primary activities towards manufacturing activi-
ties (Chenery et al., 1986); 3) income increases as the economy unfolds and 
manufacturing diversification takes place (Chenery, 1963; Leontief, 1963; 
Chenery et al., 1986); 4) The growth rate of  the economy accelerates in time 
and depends directly on the degree of  manufacturing diversification (Kaldor, 
1961, 1966; Romer, 1986). As the economy grows up it gets industrialized 
and more technologically integrated, it becomes richer and the pace of  eco-
nomic activity increases.
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Endogenizing Manufacturing Diversification under Autarky
Since the private sector under competitive conditions would not invest in 

economic diversification, let us assume that the government taxes land rents 
in order to finance the creation of  new intermediate good sectors. Since rela-
tive prices are not distorted, the general equilibrium that was characterized 
above remains valid.

Define the land rents in the economy´s general equilibrium as R = 
(1/β – 1)(rK + δ)(zK) = (1/β – 1)(AN)(zK) = (1/β – 1) ρ K . For this result 
to be deduced, use was made of  the stability condition Nz = ρ/A. The 
tax rate on land rents is defined by τ. Assume that each value unit allows 
the creation of  an intermediate-good sector. Hence, the dynamics of  this 
economy is determined by the following system of  differential equations:

The corresponding phase-plane diagram is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Capital Accumulation and Manufacturing Diversification under Autarky
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From Figure 4 it is deduced that there exists a possibility of  sustained 
economic growth, as the dynamics of  point a shows. The dashed line is the 
locus corresponding to nil capital accumulation. Given a low level of  manu-
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facturing diversification, capital growth may be negative whilst the economy 
reaches some minimum level of  manufacturing diversification and productiv-
ity increases so as to sustain positive growth rates. That is why some mini-
mum level of  capital accumulation is required since the beginning; as the 
dynamics of  point u shows, there is a possibility of  growth traps.

The virtuous path of  economic development –like the path starting at 
point a– shows that an active industrialist policy might be welfare enhancing, 
as it was in the Colombian development experience during the first seven 
decades of  the XX century. By the way, besides the autonomous impulse to 
industrialization by entrepreneurs who took advantage of  a growing domes-
tic demand, high commercial protection and frequent disruptions of  interna-
tional trade (Hirschman, 1958; Poveda Ramos, 1976), the Colombian govern-
ment also financed the industrialization process during the mentioned period 
by transferring rents from agriculture –especially from coffee exports– to the 
manufacturing sector.

4. Capital Demand across Sectors under Autarky

Given the dynamic stability condition of  the economic system, Nz = 
ρ/A, it is now possible to define the cumulated allocation of  capital across 
sectors. This is depicted by the dotted line in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Cumulated Capital Distribution
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Source: the author.
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The food sector is indexed by 0 because it does not require intermediate 
inputs. For a given level of  manufacturing diversification, N0, the fraction 
of  capital allocated to the agricultural sector is z = ρ/(AN0). The comple-
ment, 1–z, is distributed among the intermediate goods sectors and the capi-
tal good. Now, from equation (17) it is known that capital allocation among 
sectors producing intermediate goods is evenly distributed; hence, the cumu-
lated fraction of  capital increases linearly with the degree of  backward tech-
nological integration, as shown by the dotted line of  Figure 5 for the range 
0 < N ≤ N0. From the same equation, it is also known that the fraction of  
capital for intermediate goods production is given by (1–α)(1–z); thus, at the 
higher degree of  technological integration, N0, the cumulated allocation of  
capital (the dotted line) reaches the value z + (1–α)(1–z) = (1–α) + αρ/(AN0). 
Finally, as it is known from equation (16), the capital allocation to the capital-
goods sector, α(1–z), completes the total allocation of  capital across sectors 
(the dotted line jumps to 1 or 100%). Notice that the index of  the capital 
goods sector is the same index of  the last intermediate-good sector, N0.

Given that aggregate capital, K, is assumed to be inelastically provided, 
Figure 5 may be understood as the distribution of  accumulated capital de-
mand according to the degree of  backward technological integration (N).

II. International trade

A. The World Representative Country

In this section it is analysed the case of  a small country with some styl-
ized characteristics in its technologies. Smallness ensures that its peculiar 
technological specifications do not affect the world economic equilibrium. 
Price flexibility holds everywhere. Circulation of  goods and capital within 
each country is assumed to be free –prices are domestically equalized. At the 
international level goods also flow freely among countries, but international 
capital flows are forbidden or they are extremely expensive. This last feature 
may be explained by the fixed characteristics of  capital, by complementarities 
among different forms of  capital (human capital, physical capital, public in-
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frastructure, etc.), and by migration barriers imposed by rich countries. Not-
withstanding, as the factor price equalization theorem posits, international 
mobility of  goods might be a good substitute for factor mobility (so that 
factor prices are also internationally equalized). On the other hand, this paper 
shows that high international differentials in manufacturing input diversifica-
tion might break the factor price equalization theorem, so that factor prices 
are not internationally equalized.

As globalization implies a growing international commercial integration 
and a continuous trend to lower transport costs, the world market behaviour 
ought to converge to competition. This is the main reason to build this ap-
proach to product diversification under the assumption of  strict competition 
(no room is allowed for prices to divert from marginal costs). Competition is 
the appropriate market environment to analyse the economic performance 
of  a small underdeveloped country that ought to choose between specializa-
tion and diversification under an open economy regime in the context of  
globalization.

From now on, parameters and variables of  the world representative 
country are identified with an asterisk, whilst parameters and variables of  the 
specific country are free of  marks. Some key parameters reflect the state of  
the representative country of  the world: the degree of  manufacturing diver-
sification (N*), the accumulation of  capital (K*), and the productivity of  the 
food sector (B*). The corresponding variables for the specific country are N, 
K and B. Now, some asymmetries are included. To begin with, the world rep-
resentative economy surpasses our specific country in capital accumulation 
(K* > K), and manufacturing diversification (N* > N). But, as in Matsuyama 
(1992), the productivity of  food production in the world representative coun-
try is assumed to be lower than in the specific country (B* < B). This feature 
is explained because of  abundance of  land and/or higher land fertility in the 
specific country. It is also assumed that the world representative country in-
creases manufacturing input diversification at the constant rate gN* = ν (> 0), 
whilst the specific country does not make any effort to diversify its produc-
tive structure (N is given).
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The following set of  equations define the capital allocation, the growth 
rates of  the main variables, and the prices of  the world representative economy. 
The corresponding equations have the same reduced-form solutions that were 
found under the assumption of  autarky –the world economy is just a closed 
economy at the planetary level– and manufacturing input diversification:

As it was seen before, this whole system of  variables is determined once the 
stability condition of  the world economy is defined, which is given by the first 
expression. The growth rates are just as defined in the case of  an autarkic coun-
try with an evolving economic structure. In order to understand the last two 
price equations, it must be said that the capital good keeps its character of  nu-
meraire, thus pN* = 1. Hence, based on equation (9´), the relative prices of  inter-
mediate goods are determined by the penultimate equation. Based on equation 
(19), it is deduced that the gross rate of  return on capital depends on the world 
degree of  manufacturing diversification (N*), as shown by the last equation.

B. The Specific Country Economy

1. The Compactness Assumption

If  the compactness assumption of  the input-output matrix is preserved 
for the specific country under globalization, it is immediately deduced that 
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the specific country is excluded from the production of  intermediate goods 
with a higher degree of  technological diversification and from the production 
of  the capital good. Its lacking of  economic integration does not allow the 
country to produce those goods at competitive prices; hence, this economy 
experiences a specialization in the production of  food and the intermediate 
goods indexed in the range [0, N).

In the context of  an open economy with small transport costs, it might 
seem plausible that a country of  low technological integration could produce 
a good of  higher technological integration by importing those inputs the 
country does not produce. However, several reasons can be put forward for 
the long run compactness assumption of  the country technologies:

1. Underdeveloped countries follow quite diverse paths of  development, 
but they are restricted to some patterns of  structural change (Chenery et al, 
1986). Typically, underdeveloped countries start their industrial take off  by 
producing primary goods. Afterwards, they diversify their economic struc-
tures by producing intermediate goods which are based mainly in agricultural 
goods and minerals. In the following stage, they develop intermediate goods 
that use other industrial inputs. Finally, they produce capital goods and devel-
op manufacturing goods based on scientific innovations. Hence, goods tend 
to be developed once their inputs are domestically produced. Otherwise, a 
temporary disequilibrium would induce the domestic supply of  those inputs 
through import substitution; this is one of  Hirchman´s (1958) arguments 
of  disequilibrium growth. In the long-run, thus, the compactness feature is 
restored.

2. Technologically advanced productive activities require sophisticated 
skills. It can be said that a longer list of  available goods require “cooks” 
with a greater knowledge of  “recipes” and “ingredients” (Leontief, 1963). 
Moreover, to master the advanced technologies one must go through the 
knowledge and practice of  the less advanced ones. Hence, it is sensible for 
developing economies to produce first those goods with a shallow use of  
intermediates, and advance, step by step, towards economic activities with a 
longer list of  input requirements.
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3. It is also well known that transport costs have played an important role 
in the process of  industrialization through import substitution. Moreover, 
even if  transport costs are negligible, a near input supplier may imply impor-
tant strategic advantages for local producers in terms of  availability, quick-
ness of  delivery and safety against external shocks (Porter, 1990).

In the context of  an open economy, relative prices are imposed by the 
world market. The terms of  trade –the relative price of  food in international 
markets– are given by p*. This feature implies that the domestic allocation 
of  capital in the specific country is exogenously determined according to the 
specific country´s comparative advantages.

The manufacturing economic structure of  the specific country is given 
by Figure 6. This country is constrained to produce food and the interme-
diate goods in the range [0, N). A fraction z of  capital is allocated to the 
production of  food, and the remainder 1–z is allocated to the production 
of  intermediate goods. Since capital among the intermediate-good sectors 
is evenly distributed, the amount of  capital in the j-th sector is given by 

Based on the technical coefficient of  capital [equation (10)], it is deduced 
the gross product of  the j-th intermediate good:  
Since there is no difference between sectors and activities, the counter j can 
be changed by i.

Based on equation (11), it is possible to define the input require-
ments of  the i-th good for the production of  one unit of  the j-th good: 

As Figure 6 shows, exports of  the i-th good are given by the excess of  
output with respect to intermediate demands:  Hence, by 
combining the last three expressions the amount of  exports of  the i-th inter-
mediate good is deduced: 

Now, the value of  intermediate exports is given by 
, where the relative price of  the i-th intermedi-

ate input is given by pi = N*/i.
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Figure 6. Open Economy: The Small Country Case
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The intermediate exports function embodies three important features of  
the country´s economic structure:

1)  Prices are internationally equalized.

2)  The compactness assumption of  the input-output structure implies that 
openness to international trade automatically excludes the specific cou-
ntry from producing the higher level technologically integrated interme-
diate goods (activities whose indices are higher than N) and the capital 
good.

3)  Even though the specific country is now restricted to produce interme-
diate goods in the range [0, N), the value of  intermediate exports of  the 
specific country, E, does not depend at all on its own degree of  manu-
facturing diversification (N).

Hence, a two-sector model summarizes the whole productive structure 
of  the small country under an open economy regime with international price 
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equalization. The net production functions, F and E, define the respective 
technologies of  food and intermediate exports:

Therefore, a small underdeveloped country that opens its doors to in-
ternational trade is favoured by a higher world level of  productivity, AN* 
> AN, which corresponds to a higher gross return on capital (and a higher 
degree of  the world manufacturing diversification, N* > N). Under autarky 
the country´s food production function would be the same, but instead of  
the intermediate exports production function, E = (AN*)(1–z)K, the specific 
country would have the capital-good production function, I S = (AN)(1–z)K. 
The latter equation implies a lower productivity level, AN < AN*, because of  
the specific country´s lower manufacturing diversification, N < N*. Hence, 
the system of  net production functions under openness embodies the usual 
gains from international trade.

Notice that the country´s GNP (= p* F + E) under an open economy 
regime and factor price equalization does not depend on its own degree of  
manufacturing diversification, N. Therefore, the government of  a small, un-
derdeveloped country that has opened its doors to international trade may 
conclude that manufacturing diversification is not worth the effort. It will 
be argued that the government is right in the short run, but it is completely 
mistaken in the very long run.

2. Capital Allocation in the Specific Country under Openness

Profits in the sectors exporting intermediate goods are given by

Since profits are linear in capital, market equilibrium requires that the 
gross rate of  return equates the productivity of  intermediate goods exports, 

, which is identical to the world gross rate of  return on capital.

Profits of  the food sector are given by
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where p* are the terms of  trade. The FOC for profit maximization implies 

Hence, the first order conditions for profit maximization imply the equal-
ization of  the value of  marginal product across sectors:

This equalization must also hold for the world representative economy:

Using the last two equations in order to eliminate p*, the specific country 
allocation of  capital, z, is deduced:

                   (26)

Notice that a higher productivity in primary activities of  the specific 
country (B/B* > 1) and a lower level of  capital accumulation in our specific 
country (K*/K > 1) imply a higher allocation of  capital in the specific country 
to the food activity: z/z* > 1. Thus, openness implies an even higher level of  
specialization of  the specific country. Moreover, if  the structural differences 
in primary productivity and capital accumulation are big enough, the specific 
country may be completely specialized in food production (z = 1). This would 
imply to diminish the growth rate of  the specific country to the growth rate 
of  the food sector, which is a fraction of  the capital growth. Since most 
underdeveloped countries produce some intermediate goods, the possibility 
of  complete specialization in the primary activity is discarded from now on.

Equation (26) implies that a country´s capital allocation under an open 
economy regime is determined by the strength of  comparative advantages.

It is convenient to define the land rents of  the specific economy under an 
open trade regime with price equalization across countries: 

  (27)
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where θ ≡ (1/β–1)(B/B*)1/(1–β) ρ > 0. This result entails the country´s capital 
allocation function [equation (26)], and the world economy´s stability condi-
tion, N*z* = ρ/A.

With these section results, it is possible to define the specific country´s 
GNP:

    (28)

3. Small Country Dynamics under Capital Price Equalization

It is also possible to deduce the specific country´s growth rate. The 
following set up is completely parallel to the analysis of  optimal economic 
growth under autarky. The main difference comes from the fact that food 
demand under an open economy regime, represented by the letter D, is not 
necessarily equal to the production of  food, F, as it was the case under au-
tarky. Hence, it is unavoidable to distinguish these two variables.

The intertemporal utility function of  the specific country is defined in 
terms of  the current value flow of  food demands in an infinite horizon:

.

The instantaneous budget constraint of  the representative consumer is 
given by

where p* represents the terms of  trade (the relative price of  food in the world 
market).

It will be assumed that the world representative economy enjoys a con-
stant positive rate of  input diversification, gN* = ν > 0, whilst the specific 
country is stuck to its own degree of  input diversification, N. The rationale 
for this last assumption might be that, as it was analysed before, once the 
specific economy opens its doors to international trade the country´s income 
shows no evident advantages from input diversification. Hence, the world 
degree of  manufacturing diversification evolves according to the time path 
N * = N0

* e ν t, where N0
* is the initial level of  world manufacturing diversifica-
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tion. Thus, the growth rate of  capital accumulation in the world is given at 
any time by gK* = AN * – ρ – δ = AN0

*e ν t – ρ – δ . And capital of  the world 
representative economy expands according to the path 

K* = K0
* exp [AN0

*(e ν t – 1)/ν – (ρ + δ)t], 

where K0
* is the initial stock of  capital of  the world representative country.

The dynamic problem of  the specific country is solved in Annex 2. It is 
found that the country´s capital path is given by

K = K0 exp [AN0
*(e ν t – 1)/ν – (ρ + δ)t].

Hence, capital in the specific country is accumulated at the same speed 
of  the more developed economies, gK = gK*. Notice as well that this growth 
rate accelerates over time.

This result seems to be good news for all economic analysts that advise 
free market economic policies. Under an open economy regime, this advice 
would imply that domestic capital allocation across sectors is defined by the 
country´s comparative advantages. Given important resources of  land, low 
availability of  capital and low productive diversification, the specific country 
would be highly specialized in productive activities with a lower index of  tech-
nological integration, but it would grow as fast as any developed economy.

This last result rests entirely on the assumption that the gross remunera-
tion of  capital is equalized across countries. As explained before, however, 
this is not realistic: huge gaps in prices and earnings are observed across 
countries, especially between developed and underdeveloped countries. How 
can this phenomenon be explained? In Annex 3, it is considered a hypotheti-
cal dualistic world where the gap between developed and underdeveloped 
economies in terms of  industrial diversification is so big that a capital price 
gap arises between these economic blocks.

4. Small Country Dynamics under Unequal Capital Price

The analysis in Annex 3 reveals that any underdeveloped country may 
be subject to terms of  trade deterioration and lower factor remuneration if  
its own degree of  economic diversification is too low. Hence, let us assume 
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that a specific underdeveloped country faces international input prices that 
are lowered by the constant fraction γ for those intermediate goods that the 
country produces:

In this new situation, the country´s production function of  food is un-
changed:

But the export function of  intermediate goods in this country with low 
diversification changes because productivity is lowered by the same fraction:

With lower input prices, the value of  exports lowers by the same frac-
tion. And also will be the gross capital return on capital of  the low diversi-
fication countries. The export profits of  the specific country are given now 
by . Because of  the linearity in capital 
of  this profit function, the market equilibrium condition imposes zero prof-
its, so that the gross capital remuneration in the specific country satisfies 

. This new situation has implications for capital allocation 
in the specific country. Given the profits of  the food sector,

The first order condition for profit maximization yields the equalization 
of  the value of  marginal product between sectors:

This condition also holds for the world representative country:

Thus, capital allocation in the specific country is defined as follows:
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With terms of  trade deterioration, 0 < γ < 1, or γ  –1 > 1, and the same 
assumptions on the primary productivity gap B/B* > 1 and the capital accu-
mulation gap K*/K > 1, the allocation of  capital to the production of  food is 
now even stronger z >> z*.

 In this situation, land rents in our specific country are now higher:

   (29)

where ψ ≡ (1/β–1)( γ –β B/B*)1/(1–β)ρ (> 0). For this result, the international 
stability condition N*z* = ρ/A is used. Therefore, land rents increase un-
der terms of  trade deterioration. By comparing equations (27) and (29) it is 
found that

Notice that γ < 1 (terms of  trade deterioration) implies γ  – β/(1 – β) > 1.

Thus, the specific country´s GNP with deterioration of  terms of  trade 
is given by

   (30)

Deterioration of  terms of  trade changes income distribution in favour 
of  land rents. By comparing equations (28) and (30) it is deduced that capital 
remuneration lowers (γAN* < AN*) and land rents increase (ψ > θ).

The intuition says that the dynamics of  the price adjustment factor, γ, 
will depend on the dynamics of  the diversification gap between underde-
veloped and developed economies: N*/N. This is a task to be solved in the 
future. Hence, for simplicity suppose that N, N* and γ are fixed. Even in 
that favourable scenario, it could be proved that an underdeveloped country 
grows slower than fully developed economies. This proof  is accomplished in 
Annex 4. There it is shown that capital accumulation in the specific country 
grows at the following rate:
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where  , and 

This last expression is the capital growth rate of  the representative world 
economy. Notice that the following chain of  inequalities holds: gK < g < gK*: 
since g < gK*, the expression in brackets above is lower than 1, then gK < g. 
Moreover, as time passes, the bracketed expression lowers. Hence, capital of  
the specific country with low manufacturing diversification that experiences 
terms of  trade deterioration not only accumulates capital at a slower pace 
than the world economy, gK < gK*, but also its capital growth rate gK diminishes 
slowly along time.

Concluding comments

This model has been built to analyse the case of  a small, underdevel-
oped and open economy that has abandoned the diversification policy to 
pledge itself  to the mainstream vision of  productive specialization. The 
analysis of  the autarkic economy in the second section yields the tools to 
define the world economic equilibrium and its dynamic path. Given this eco-
nomic world context, the third section solves for the general equilibrium 
of  the specific country both in static and dynamic terms. As this economy 
is well endowed with natural resources but lacks capital –physical and hu-
man capital– and manufacturing input diversification, the specific country 
ends up producing primary goods (food) and some intermediate goods of  
low backward-technological integration. If  the capital price is internationally 
equalized, the change from a closed economy to an open economy benefits 
the specific country. Moreover, the country´s economic growth rate equates 
the growth rate of  developed economies. However, in this situation, when 
the small economy works as a functional part of  the world economic system, 
the underdeveloped country´s government does not experience any need of  
keeping the economy along the track of  diversification. That is why it is as-
sumed that the small country abandons itself  to the siren songs of  the advan-
tages of  productive specialization.
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This last assumption is quite realistic. Unlike Ulysses, who had his crew 
tie him to the ship´s mast in order to resist the charming but dangerous si-
ren songs, most underdeveloped economies have abandoned the structural 
transformation agenda and thus made real the risk of  structural stagnation. 
Then life becomes difficult. This model yields that underdeveloped countries 
are more likely to experience terms of  trade deterioration and lower capital 
remuneration –the factor price equalization theorem is broken– as all of  them 
concentrate their economic activity in sectors whose relative demand falls as 
the world productive diversification grows. As a result, the international growth 
gaps increase: developed economies accelerate their long-run economic growth 
whilst underdeveloped economies suffer from economic deceleration.

These results fit with the Colombian experience of  economic develop-
ment: By the 1970s, the economic policy regime changed from a relatively 
closed environment and an active promotion of  industrialization to an in-
creasingly open economy without industrialization policies. As a result, the 
Colombian economy went from long-run economic acceleration to long-run 
economic deceleration, and economic activity as a whole increased its spe-
cialization in primary activities and intermediate-good activities highly inten-
sive in natural resources (Ortiz, 2009).

In general, the model yields the following results: First, income levels 
and welfare are directly related to manufacturing input diversification (MID). 
Second, the economic growth rate increases with MID. This relationship is 
not linear, as the economy has to overcome some threshold of  MID before 
the growth rate reacts positively. And third, structural transformation (the 
change of  capital distribution from primary to manufacturing activities) is 
directly related to MID.

This paper suggests that government policies to keep the economy along 
the track of  productive diversification enhance social welfare.
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